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issues and networking.

The newsletter can only be successful if copy is received
for publication. Please submit articles, letters and questions to
notchers@btopenworld.com
http://www.notchers.co.uk

Scorers - from an umpire’s perspective

Peter De Boeck

The relationship between players on the one side and scorers/umpires on the other hand has always
been a difficult one. Players tend to take both scorers and umpires for granted .
Scorers may well be more important than umpires: without scorers no figures, no statistics, no best
players. It is a job nobody wants but, at the end of the day, if they can wait that long, players invariably
want to know their figures.
For us umpires, competent scorers are crucial. Two good scorers do make the umpires' lives so much
easier; no worries about scores and targets, number of overs, DL calculations when needed. So much
more time for us to concentrate on what we are supposed to do: umpiring the match.
Scorers are the umpires' external memory, something they can fall back on whenever needed to keep
the game on the right track. This is why scorers and umpires, who are part of the ’third’ team, should
develop a good working relationship. Umpires must give scorers clear and unambiguous signals, give
them time to write everything down and hold up the game if needed. In response we would expect
acknowledgement of every signal we give, even if it's 3 consecutive signals. Each one of those should be
separately confirmed.
In order to better develop this mutual cooperation it does help if we see regular scorers who know their
important job. And that we get to know each others' peculiarities. Players often ask if it is ok if 5 or 6
players take turn in scoring. No it isn't! At least half of them do not have a clue about scoring, let alone
the Laws of Cricket. Different players use different symbols and write down different pieces of
information. Often one must be a real genius to be able to read some score books. As a result it can take
up to more than an hour to complete the league result sheet while a good scorer will have it ready five
minutes after the game. Clear figures and results are in everyone's favour.
Just to conclude: scorers, umpires and in the end players are part of one team. If one of the 2 first are not
up to standard the players will suffer. That is why it is important for clubs to invest time and money in
scorers and umpires. And give them all the support they need.
Reprinted, with Peter’s permission, from an article that first appeared on the Swiss Cricket website
www.swisscricket.ch
Peter De Boeck is a qualified ACO umpire and has umpired in the Dutch
League and at European championships.
Peter now umpires regularly in the Belgian League and has umpired in
Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg,
Slovenia, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
Editor’s note - in many leagues in Europe, as well as competitions run by
ICC Europe, it is quite normal for both umpires to have to sign completed
score sheets to fulfil their responsibilities under Law 3.15
Peter De Boeck
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The Christmas Challenge
The Scratchers have challenged the Notchers to yet another fireside fixture this year
Readers are invited to accept the Challenge by completing the scorecard and giving the result of the following match.
You are invited to solve the clues in order to discover how many runs each player scores.
There are no trick questions; all relevant information is provided in the clues and you should assume that the umpire
gives the appropriate signals.
Normal Laws of Cricket (updated on 1st October 2013) apply (no special regulations).
You should record all these scores in batting order, and complete your solution by giving the result of the match.

Not all of the questions relate to what is considered ‘essential knowledge for scorers’ but, with a little research into
the MCC Laws of Cricket 2000 Code 5th Edition - 2013 you should be able to work out all of the answers.
The 2000 Code 4th Edition - 2013 can be accessed at http://www.lords.org/mcc/laws-of-cricket/laws/
Please send your entry (limited to one per reader please) to arrive with The Third Umpire by 11th January 2014.
Please mark your entry NN
The mailing address is The Third Umpire, 60 The Lawns, Rolleston-on-Dove, Staffordshire, DE13 9DB
or email
johnmbrown60@gmail.com.
All entries will be examined and the names of all those whose entries are correct will be put into the Umpire’s hat,
from which the winner of the prize will be drawn at random.

The Notchers’ XI (batting first)
1. The striker hits the ball in the air and it lands on the full on top of the boundary rope - how many runs
should be added to the total?
2. What is the minimum number of feet a batsman must cover to complete one run – that is, from
popping-crease to popping-crease?
3. What is the maximum weight of a cricket ball (in grams)?
4. In a three-day match a fielder leaves the field on the first day at 5.45pm, and he does not return before
the close of play at 6.32pm. How many minutes will that fielder have to wait before he can bowl on the
second day?
5. How many runs should be recorded when the batsmen complete two runs off a ball which has been
called and signalled Wide Ball before the return hits the fielder’s helmet lying on the ground. The ball
rebounds and goes on to cross the boundary.
6. A bowler’s final analysis shows that he bowled 9.5 overs; the umpire miscounted two overs which
consisted of seven legitimate balls each. In addition the bowler bowled seven No Balls: what number
should be shown in the Balls Bowled column of his analysis?
7. In the last hour which started at 6.30pm, rain stopped play at 6.46pm after 5.2 overs had been bowled.
After play restarted at 6.57pm what is the minimum number of balls which remain to be bowled before
the close?
8. The striker hits the ball towards the mid-wicket boundary; two fielders give chase. One of them flicks
the ball back before it reaches the rope, but then slides into the rope and moves it; the ball continues to
roll slowly over the imaginary line where the rope had been. The second fielder picks up the ball and
returns it to the wicket-keeper by which time the batsmen have completed three runs. How many runs
should be added to the total?
9. The striker hits the ball a second time in defence of his wicket – the fielder at backward point, seeing the
striker standing out of his ground, throws the ball at the stumps, but misses. The ball goes on to cross
the boundary: how many runs should be recorded?
10. The striker hits the ball to deep extra-cover, the batsmen have started, but not crossed, on their third run
when the ball slips out of the fielder’s hand and over the boundary behind him as he attempts to return it
to the wicket-keeper. How many runs should be added to the total?
11. What is the shortest amount of time (in minutes) before the start of play that the captain winning the toss
must notify his decision to bat or field first?
Extras: The striker plays the ball down but, after it has hit the ground, he hits the ball a second time in
defence of his wicket. The second shot goes without bouncing to gully who catches the ball.
Is the striker Out (10) or Not Out (20)?
For the Scratchers’ XI innings please turn to page 3
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The Christmas Challenge ...... continued
The Scratchers’ XI (batting second)
1.
2.

What is the minimum length (in inches) of the popping crease marking?
No Ball is called and signalled; the striker plays no shot, but ducks to avoid being hit by the ball which
hits him on the helmet and runs to the boundary? How many runs should be recorded?
3. A forty-minute lunch interval is scheduled for one o’clock. The tenth wicket falls at 12.56pm.
At how many minutes after 1pm should the next innings begin?
4. In a three-day match Team A have scored 313 for 4 dec. How many runs must Team B score to avoid
the possibility of being asked to follow on?
5. What is the maximum length of a drinks interval (in minutes)?
6. In normal circumstances how many spigots should there be on the field of play? (Ignore any which the
umpires may have in their pockets).
7. The striker hits the ball high in the air towards long-on: the non-striker shouts out, “Drop it”. The fielder
fails to take the catch while the batsmen run two. On appeal, the umpire gives the striker out Obstructing the Field. How many runs should be recorded?
8. In how many ways may a batsman be dismissed from a Wide ball?
9. The striker hits the ball a second time in defence of his wicket; the ball runs towards fine-leg whose return hits the fielder’s helmet lying on the ground behind the wicket-keeper: how many runs should be
added to the total?
10. The bowler accidentally breaks the wicket with his knee as he delivers the ball; the striker hits the ball
along the ground to the boundary. How many runs should be added to the total?
11. The striker plays no shot at a delivery which has been called and signalled No Ball; the ball deflects
from the top of his pad onto the face of his bat which he is holding above his head before running to the
third man boundary. How many runs should be recorded?
Extras: A fielder leaves the field at 3.13pm and he returns at 3.51pm. At how many minutes after four
o’clock would he first be allowed to bowl?
RESULT …………………………………............................................

Remember to mark your entry ‘NN’

An extract from comments made by Malcolm Ashton on TMS
‘This book is about a cricket scorer’s hilarious and engaging personal journey from
the rickety loft above the changing rooms in the pavilion at Sprotbrough CC to the
hallowed halls of Lord's.
If you enjoy funny, real-life stories, then you’ll love this book. It takes you into the
unpredictable and unsung world of the cricket scorer, giving a unique, behind-thescenes glimpse of what goes on in and around the score box.
As you journey with our intrepid scorer prepare to:

 meet D.B., Lady Hamilton, Clarissa, Mavis, Sid, Charles, the claustrophobia
chorus, the duckbill platypus, coaches, players and umpires, all with hilarious and
comical results;
 discover the joys and trials of score boxes and operating score boards, eating
cricket teas and scoring with players who don’t want to be scoring;
 be surprised by what scorers have to do, where they have to score, and what
they have to put up with;

 watch out for grinning pigs flying low over score boxes, and a cameo appearance by Sachin Tendulkar;
 laugh out loud at the mishaps, conversations and situations which our resourceful scorer encounters as his
odyssey unfolds.
Written in a brilliantly descriptive way, with exceptionally dry wit, a sharp eye for detail and engaging anecdotes,
this book provides a charming, informative and highly amusing read.’
“From Loft to Lord’s” is available on Amazon Kindle (price £4.06) or as a Word document from Ray (price £4.00)
To order the Word document please send a cheque payable to:
C R Markham, 120 Atherstone Avenue, Peterborough, PE3 9UG
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From the scorebox: Sam Agarwal – 313*
It is the morning after the climax of the 2013 varsity match at Fenner’s. I have a mountain of work to do but it can
wait. I need to put my thoughts down whilst they are fresh in my mind.
Last night I arrived home from Fenner’s in Cambridge with my head in a spin. In a little over three months I have
scored thirty-four games for both Oxford MCCU and Oxford University Cricket Club. These have varied from T20 to
the four day format and the best was saved for the last game. In my own humble way let me try and briefly explain.
I have been honoured to score for Oxford University in 2013. Every time I have set foot in the pavilion at The
University Parks it has been a privilege. Some of the Blues’ names displayed on the historic walls of that building can
send a shiver down the spine – Lord Harris, C B Fry, D R Jardine and M C Cowdrey instantly spring to mind.
When the 2013 plaque is put up there will be another name that will be talked about forever more – S S Agarwal.
The reason for this is quite simple. Sam Agarwal has just rewritten the history books and as the Oxford University
scorer I have officially recorded his extraordinary achievement. At the end of day one of the 2013 varsity match, Sam
was unbeaten on 213. Strangely, as players and officials packed up and headed off from Fenner’s that evening, there
was little talk about possible records. On morning two this changed. Various online and written records had and were
being studied and the following was ascertained. Sam needed another 35 runs to pass the all time individual 1st class
varsity batting record and another 69 runs to pass the all time Oxford University 1st class record.
At 14.16 on day two Sam Agarwal, captain of Oxford University declared at 550-7. He was still at the crease 313 not
out. He had passed the previous varsity best of 247 set at Fenner’s as recently as 2005 and when he had gone past
281 overtook the Oxford University record that had stood for 126 years
In this day and age of electronic scoring Oxford University has stuck with tradition. Yes, I scored electronically but
both the University and current scorer Neil Harris (who is recovering from illness) requested that a manual top and
bottom system be run alongside the computer. So, for evermore, there will be a written account of Sam Agarwal’s
313 not out. As I look at his innings now, I see that it is so enormous that it covers not two lines but three. It can also
be broken down as the following:
168 dot balls;

74 singles;

21 x 2runs;

5 x 3 runs;

41 fours;

3 sixes

I have Sam recorded at the wicket for 425 minutes. For me the most incredible statistic is his strike rate – 100.33%
This innings overshadowed all but one thing, the result. Oxford University won by an innings and 186 runs.
This was Sam’s last innings for the University. He dealt with the sudden and massive press interest in his usual modest and calm way. Just before I left Fenner’s, he handed me a Cambridge University scorecard and signed it with a
personal message. I was gobsmacked by what he had written. He is clearly a cricketer who understands the game and
the crucial role scorers play in it.
If I ever score an innings like that again then I will be amazed. Thank you Sam.
Quentin Jones. Oxford MCCU, Oxford University and Free Foresters Scorer

Cricket and the American Junior Olympic Games

Deepak Katte

The Junior Olympic Games, held under the auspices of the American Athletics Union, started in 1965 and has taken
place every year since. In 2013, and for the first time in its history, the game of Cricket was introduced to the games.
Young players from across the country participated in Under 19 and Under 15 age group cricket matches.
The competition, held in Detroit, was ably organised by the Michigan Cricket Association.
It was a pleasure to volunteer my services as one of the Umpires for
the tournament for a good cause and I was delighted to be
appointed to umpire the Final.
I am now an Olympics Referee and have an Olympic medal - one
medal that I will always be proud of !!!
To find out more about the AAU Junior Olympic Games visit
www.facebook.com/aaujrogames
The Olympic Medal
Left to right: Rehan Mallick (Umpire), Tom (Scorer) & Deepak Katte
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The MCC Laws of Cricket (2000 Code 5th Edition – 2013)
Changes to the MCC Laws of Cricket came into effect on 1 October 2013
Some of the changes are significant; others are simply aimed at creating more clarity or consistency with other Laws rather than
involving a change in policy. Scorers may feel that many of the changes are of little relevance to them, being what is often termed
‘umpires’ jurisdiction’, but a good knowledge of the laws is something we should all aspire to.
Readers are encouraged to visit http://www.lords.org/mcc/laws-of-cricket/law-changes-2013-explained/ where an explanation of all
the law changes can be viewed. Once you’ve had a good read you’re invited to access the 20-question Law Changes Quiz to check your
understanding of the changes (Scroll to the bottom of the web-page)
The Laws of Cricket 2000 Code 5th Edition 2013 can be viewed on the MCC website and can be purchased via the MCC website or
Acumen Books. Currently there are no plans to revise ‘Tom Smith’s Cricket Umpiring and Scoring’.
(Amazon shoppers should be aware that only the ‘3rd Edition’ {now out of date} is currently being advertised on their website)
CHANGES SCORERS NEED TO KNOW:
LAW 33 – Handled the ball
The striker is out Handled the ball only if he is in the act of playing a ball and he wilfully strikes the ball with a hand not holding the bat.
After the point when the striker has “finished playing the ball” the dismissal Obstructing the field takes over.
If in doubt as to the method of dismissal make your entry in pencil and check with the umpires at the earliest opportunity.
Other than the one run penalty for a No ball delivery it is no longer possible to score any runs after making a lawful second strike.
LAW 34 – Hit the ball twice
Dismissal:
Sections 1, 2 and 3 covering dismissal have minor wording changes but the policy remains the same.
Scorers are reminded that Law 34.2 identifies two situations when, having hit the ball twice, the striker will not be out under this Law.
However provisions within Law 37 may result in his being dismissed Obstructing the field.
If in doubt as to the method of dismissal make your entry in pencil and check with the umpires at the earliest opportunity.
Runs scored:
When the ball is lawfully struck more than once only the first strike is to be considered in determining what runs may be scored.
No runs are to be scored after the striker makes a lawful second strike (guarding his wicket).
If the batsmen run the procedure is exactly the same as for disallowing Leg byes – the umpire shall call and signal Dead ball as soon as
one run is completed or the ball crosses the boundary; the run or boundary shall be disallowed and the batsmen shall return to their
original ends. The scorers must acknowledge the signal of Dead ball.
The 5 run penalty for the ball hitting the helmet is not to be awarded. The penalty for No ball stands
LAW 37 – Obstructing the field
Law 37 now covers all instances of wilful obstruction by either batsman once the striker has finished playing at the ball.
If in doubt record the method of dismissal in pencil and check with the umpires at the earliest opportunity.
The amendments encompass the changes to Law 33, tighten the wording and make it clear that neither batsmen can be out if the ball is
handled to avoid injury
LAW 18 – Scoring runs
There are many changes to the wording; all result from changes made to other Laws
All references to Handled the ball have been removed
(The new Penalty in Law 17.5 (Batsman practising) has been added to the list of offences for which penalty runs can be awarded.
LAW 24 – No ball
A new Law 24.6 has been introduced making it a No ball if the bowler breaks the wicket at the non-striker’s end, except in an attempt to
run out the non-striker as permitted by Law 42.15.
LAW 25 – Wide ball
Handled the ball has been deleted from the ways of dismissal possible from a Wide delivery.
LAW 30 - Bowled
Law 30.1(b) states that once the ball has been touched by a fielder or an umpire, the striker will not be out Bowled and lists the ways in
which he could be out. Handled the ball has been removed from this list.

Continued on page 6
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Continued

LAW 41 – The fielder
41.3 – Protective helmets belonging to the fielding side; this has been amended to further clarify that 5 penalty runs cannot be scored as
described at Law 34 (see page 5).
Law changes which impact on umpiring but do not effect scoring record entries
LAW 2 – Substitutes and runners

LAW 17 – Practice on the field

LAW 23 – Dead ball

Law changes aimed at creating more clarity or consistency with other Laws, rather than involving a change in policy:
LAW 32 - Caught

LAW 38 – Run out

LAW 39 – Stumped

Visit the MCC website for to view all the changes with full and explanations
http://www.lords.org/mcc/laws-of-cricket/law-changes-2013-explained/
COLIN PEARSON ASKS: Has the counting of balls in the over improved (or deteriorated) following the new practice of umpires
checking with each other after four balls rather than five?
If you have any observations please email Colin at office@acumenbooks.co.uk
PETER DANKS checked out http://www.worldcricketstore.com/ after seeing an advert in a cricket magazine. He was disappointed
to note that their website advertised items for cricket fans, players, coaches, teams and umpires but nothing for scorers .
He contacted the company and told that they were always happy to consider ‘new product ideas’. They asked for suggestions.
If you have any thought on products for scorers please contact the company at info@worldcricketstore.com
ADVERTISING SCORER TRAINING COURSES
Notchers’ News (http://www.notchers.co.uk) hosts a list of known courses which will be updated as details are received.
To advertise your course (free of charge) send course details and contact information to notchers@btopenworld.com
USEFUL EMAIL ADDRESSES
England and Wales Cricket Board Association of Cricket Officials (ECB ACO)
http://www.ecb.co.uk/ecb/ecb-association-of-cricket-officials/
International Institute of Cricket Umpiring and Scoring (IICUS)
http://www.umpires.tv
(For scorer specific information email scorers@umpires.tv)

For books, scoring equipment and
coloured pens or to access the Bulletin
Board;
Visit the Acumen Books
website at:

MILLENNIUM SCORING RECORD
The A3 scoring record originally designed by members of the ACU&S Scorers’
Board .

Binder and 50 sheets (= 100 innings) £20 + P&P
Refill pack of 50 sheets £10 + P&P
Contact milsteadmsr@btinternet.com for more information

www.acumenbooks.co.uk

Scorer Correspondence courses
ECB ACO offer an Introductory level course - For more information visit the
ECB ACO web site.
A ‘scoring cricket limited by overs’ course is independently run to the high
standards previously set by The Association of Cricket Umpires and Scorers.
It is open to anyone wishing to learn more about cricket scoring.
For more information contact cathy.rawson@btopenworld.com

Share your cricket scoring experiences and scoring questions with
readers.
Photos are welcomed and add interest to the newsletter.
Send your contributions to: notchers@btopenworld.com

March newsletter copy date:

21st February 2014

Your questions, news and views are welcomed for use in future issues

